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Internet Filter
Posted by Helpme0617 - 03 Jan 2021 03:05
_____________________________________

Hi. My work computer doesn't allow me to add a internet filter app to the computer. At home, I
have a router which filters internet. Does anyone have any recommendations for something at
the office or when I am out of town which is not an app?

========================================================================
====

Re: Internet Filter
Posted by Grant400 - 03 Jan 2021 04:14
_____________________________________

Helpme0617 wrote on 03 Jan 2021 03:05:

Hi. My work computer doesn't allow me to add a internet filter app to the computer. At home, I
have a router which filters internet. Does anyone have any recommendations for something at
the office or when I am out of town which is not an app?

Contact TAG. Hatzlacha! 

========================================================================
====

Re: Internet Filter
Posted by BHYY - 06 Jan 2021 00:04
_____________________________________

As someone that works in IT I can say that your company is probably monitoring your internet
usage when you are in the office. So that just leaves out of town. Do you have to take your
company computer with you or can you use a personal, filtered one?

Do you work for a Jewish company? I've had employees ask me how they can install TAG filters
on their work computers and we help them out.

========================================================================
====

Re: Internet Filter
Posted by doingtshuva - 07 Jan 2021 00:46
_____________________________________
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BHYY wrote on 06 Jan 2021 00:04:

As someone that works in IT I can say that your company is probably monitoring your internet
usage when you are in the office. So that just leaves out of town. Do you have to take your
company computer with you or can you use a personal, filtered one?

Do you work for a Jewish company? I've had employees ask me how they can install TAG filters
on their work computers and we help them out.

Where I work, the internet usage is being monitored.

By knowing that, I fear to watch inappropriate stuff at work.

========================================================================
====
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